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G

aël de Guichen is a French-born
chemical engineer who graduated
from the Ecole Polytechnique
of Lausanne, Switzerland. He was
in charge of conservation studies
at the Lascaux cave from 1968 to
1969 before spending the remainder
of his career in Rome, at ICCROM,
as Assistant to the Director General.
He carried out more than 800
missions in over 90 ICCROM Member
States. He has also launched several
long-term programmes, including one
on preventive conservation, another
to improve conservation conditions
in museums south of the Sahara
(PREMA), and another to raise public
awareness on the fragility of heritage
(Media Save Art). For the past decade
he has focused on leading teams
to reorganise collection storage
(RE-ORG).

See Yaël Kreplak’s biography
on pg. IV
See François Mairesse’s
biography on pg. IV
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G

aël de Guichen is a key figure in the world of conservation and collection storage. His career has taken him from the Lascaux cave in
France’s Vézère Valley to the International Centre for the Study of the
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) in Rome,
Italy. At the latter, he developed the concept of ‘preventive conservation’
and set up numerous study programmes for heritage preservation, including the RE-ORG Method, which has since become an international
standard in collection storage. In his words, ‘a museum’s storage room is
the place where unexhibited collections are brought together in optimal conditions,
ready to be exhibited in galleries, studied by specialists, and, if possible, seen by the
public.’ In this interview, he tells us how he came to this definition and what it implies. His journey, however, is part of a larger story: one that also paves the way for
the future of collection storage around the world.

Yaël Kreplak and François Mairesse: To get started, let’s talk about your
background: your training, your trajectory. What led you to become interested
in collection storage?
Gaël de Guichen: I’m a chemical
engineer from Brittany—not
an archaeologist, and not Belgian,
as my colleagues often think!
In 1968, I had the great fortune to start
my professional career at the Lascaux
cave. It was an experience that
left a deep impression on me,
and it was decisive in my approach
to conservation, especially preventive
conservation.
I lived onsite and worked with Jacques
Marsal, who was among those who first
discovered the cave. At the time,
we were showing the cave to five visitors
a day, five times a week. We wanted
to know how much disturbance
the cave could absorb without
damaging the paintings. Our job was
to evaluate the impact of a human body
and the maximum number of visitors
the site could withstand per hour
while self-purifying. I went into
the cave daily, day or night, to check
on the air‑conditioning system.
And when you are alone in front
of such an extraordinary creation,
it gets you thinking. All these paintings,
created 18,000 years ago, came to us
in perfect condition. And after opening
them to the public, in less than 20 years
they began to deteriorate. This is where
the idea of preventive conservation
came to me: to prepare the future
according to what has been transmitted
from the past.

While I was at Lascaux, ICCROM
offered me a five-month scholarship,
and I had to make a choice. At the time,
the cave was welcoming 1,100 people
per year, and Jacques Marsal and
I thought that we could gradually
increase the number of visitors,
from five to 10 people—maybe even
15—per day. So, either I could stay
and work on increasing the number
of visitors, making a career out of being
a Lascaux specialist—which would
have been terrific—or I could leave
to do something else, as this grant
invited me to do. I finally left Lascaux
in November 1969, arrived in Rome
in December, and never left.
ICCROM was interested in the
experience that I had acquired
in the underground field, because as far
as conservation is concerned—whether
it be a crypt, an excavated tomb
(the Valley of the Kings, Tarquinia,
etc.), or a cave—sites behave in similar
ways. At that time, museums were
being developed and air conditioning
was needed for conservation. Yet air
conditioning was precisely what
caused the deterioration of the Lascaux
paintings. Therefore, during those
first years in Rome, I worked a lot on
relative humidity: I collected materials,
organised an exhibition that travelled
in 48 cities to raise awareness of
the issue, and taught in more than
50 countries.

In particular, I developed a course
in 1973 in Rome that lasted 20 years,
aimed primarily at museum directors
(who tend to be art historians)
and conservator-restorers (who
tend to be scientists). I would tell
my students that it was good to apply
what we knew about conservation
standards to the objects exhibited
in a museum’s galleries, but that
the most important thing was
to apply the standards to collection
storage! But they replied that they
either didn’t have access to their
collection storage or that it wasn’t
their primary field. At that time,
I was aware that most of our cultural
heritage was in storage and that there
were things to do there, but I lacked
the experience. Things changed
in 1977, when I attended the first
international conference on collection
storage at the Smithsonian, organised
by Paul Perrot.

The museum’s storage room is the place where
unexhibited collections—and only the collections—
are brought together in optimal conditions, ready
to be exhibited in the galleries, studied by specialists,
and, if possible, seen by the public.
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Fig. 1. Status of a collection storage facility prior to a RE-ORG project. © Gaël de Guichen

YK and FM: Could you tell us more about this event and its importance
in the emergence of the collection storage issue?
GdG: In 1977, Paul Perrot, a French
art historian, was the Assistant
Secretary for Museum Programs
for all the Smithsonian museums.
He went on to become Vice President
of ICOM and President of ICCROM;
he was a true international figure,
with a global vision. When he worked
at the Smithsonian, it encompassed
11 museums and had an enormous
collection. But he realised that what
was called ‘collection storage’ was
in a catastrophic state. At every board
meeting, he asked for something
to be done, but he was always told
that there were other priorities:
this exhibition project to prepare,
that event to get ready for, and so
on. After a while, he brought in a
photographer and gave him carte
blanche to report on the conditions
of the Smithsonian’s storage facilities
for an entire month. At the next board
meeting, he presented a thick book
full of abominable photographs to
the members, which showed how the
institution was preserving the world’s
heritage. It was a real eye-opener! Paul
Perrot was thus able to build the most

extraordinary collection storage facility
in the world, the Museum Support
Center, which is located in Washington,
D.C., and contains 55 million objects.
In 1977, he organised the first
international conference, with
45 museum directors from around
the world. He invited me, but my
director refused to let me attend
because he didn’t consider it to be
part of our job, so I went on my own
time. I remember that at the time
of the conclusion, after three days
of discussions, we were all sitting in
a square room. A director from the
Museums of the Congo took the floor
to say that in the documents handed
out, which summarised the discussions,
there was ‘nothing for the African
countries.’ Everyone looked at their feet,
embarrassed, except for one person,
the director of a German museum, who
strongly disagreed and replied: ‘It’s not
a problem of developed or developing
countries. I know of developing
museums in developed countries and
developed museums in developing
countries.’ We all looked at each other,

more relaxed, and the chairperson
of the session asked him what he
considered to be a developed museum.
He answered by speaking about his
own museum, which met the criteria
of having orderly, healthy storage
rooms, where it was possible to find
an object in good condition within
three minutes.
Such discussions opened our eyes to
the global nature of the conservation
problem in collection storage. But the
issue didn’t take off right away—far
from it. UNESCO did put out some
publications, but ICOM didn’t do
anything immediately. In 1983, the
project to launch an international
committee on collection storage at
ICOM was introduced, but there was
no follow-through: everyone wanted to
be in charge of it, so in the end no one
was, and this sunk the project. That’s
when I started to explore these subjects
at ICCROM, in connection with the
question of preventive conservation:
because if you’re only interested in the
few works on display, it’s like wanting
to make medicine for the elite only!
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YK and FM: So, what did you do next? How did you set up your different
programmes, including Media Save Art, PREMO, PREMA, and RE-ORG?
And how did ICCROM become a benchmark with regard to these issues?
GdG: The programmes you mentioned
are all related to the issue of preventive
conservation. They were developed
jointly with my colleague and friend
Catherine Antomarchi, whom I would
like to thank here. Thanks to ICCROM,
I have had the opportunity to offer
a lot of training: I have undertaken
800 missions in more than
100 countries. In 1975, ICCROM
gave a course that dealt with climate,
theft and fire hazards, and that applied
to both exhibition halls and storage
rooms. When I was travelling, I always
asked to see the storage rooms.
I was either given permission, which
usually meant that the storage room
was in good shape, or I was given
an excuse, and then you could be sure
that the situation was dire. When that’s
the case, you can tell from the corridor.
If it’s cluttered outside, it’s no better
inside. Sometimes you can’t even push
the door open, you step on things,
the aisles are full. There’s the collection,
but also the former director’s office,
furniture, broken computers…
Sometimes I was given a tour and told
not to look at the storage room
on the left as I passed by, because
it belonged to another curator and
it was in terrible shape. And this
difference in the conditions of two
separate storage rooms in the same
museum is a fairly common
phenomenon.
In 1985, ICCROM launched
the PREMA programme, dedicated
to the African situation. For 15
years, we trained 20 people a year—
working professionals, not students.
At the beginning, between 1985
and 1990, the training took place
in Rome. Then, until 2000, it was
carried out in African countries.
One of the components of the
programme consisted each year
in setting up preventive conservation
in a museum. This programme was
a great opportunity because it allowed
us to reorganise collection storage
in Benin, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Guinea
Conakry, Malawi, Nigeria, Zambia
and Zimbabwe. During this time,
I had the opportunity to learn about
very different situations. The goal
was to teach the participants to
become good museum professionals,
230 | MUSEUM international

starting from the collection storage.
We emphasised the importance of
documentation, inventory and training.
This experience also made me aware
of the importance of defining what
we mean by collection storage, so we
can have a common reference point—
because the initial conditions from
one museum to the next can be
entirely different. Today I define things
as follows: ‘The museum’s storage
room is the place where unexhibited
collections—and only the collections—
are brought together in optimal
conditions, ready to be exhibited in
the galleries, studied by specialists,
and, if possible, seen by the public.’
This definition comes with standards
of quality that were defined more
precisely during training courses,
and then through RE-ORG.
The transition from PREMA
to RE‑ORG was made possible
for two reasons. The first was
that ICCROM became aware
that PREMA was an important
programme. ICCROM is a small
organisation: about 30 people for 137
member countries, dealing with all
movable and immovable heritage,
libraries, archives, archaeological sites,
and so on. ICCROM is only a drop
in the ocean! But once a specific
problem is identified, ICCROM
puts its staff to work. Obviously,
collection storage appeared to be
a unifying subject; for a long time
we had the feeling that it was a major
issue, but we had no money to launch
such a programme. Fortunately,
UNESCO found itself with a large
sum of money in the early 2000s,
linked to the fact that the United States
rejoined the organisation and paid its
past‑due membership fees. This made
it possible to launch a joint programme.
At the time, everyone wanted to fund
a programme on resource management.
But we managed to convince
the person in charge of the Cultural
Heritage Division at UNESCO, Galia
Saouma‑Forero, that we could not
do resource management without
reorganising collection storage
rooms. ICCROM was then able
to hire a Canadian colleague, Simon
Lambert, for two years, and mobilise

an international team to participate
in the development of the RE-ORG
Method. It was at this time that
an international survey was carried
out to quantify the collection storage
situation. To measure the extent
of the problem, if one estimates
that the world counts at least
55,000 museums with an average
of 10 storerooms each, this indicates
that there are over 500,000 existing
storerooms globally. As shown
by ICCROM and UNESCO’s 2011
survey, 60 per cent of storage
facilities raise issues for institutions.
Extrapolating from this data, we can
estimate that 300,000 storage facilities
demand serious attention.

Fig. 2. Status of a collection storage facility prior to a RE-ORG project. © Gaël de Guichen

YK and FM: How do you explain the contrast in museums that, from the outside,
seem very well organised, but whose storage rooms are in an appalling state?
How is it possible that this situation persists, and what can be done to change it?
GdG: ICCROM’s 2009 survey was the
confirmation of 30 years of experience
of visiting and studying storage rooms.
What I believe is that museum directors
who inherit a deplorable situation are
ashamed of the state of their storage
rooms and are afraid of being judged
if they show them to others, if they
reveal inventory problems, theft, poor
conservation conditions, and so on
(see examples of storage facilities prior
to RE-ORG, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).
The question, then, is to understand
why they do not reorganise them.
Often, we hear the following excuses:
lack of time, lack of space, lack of
money, lack of personnel. But generally,
from what I have seen, these are not the
problems! The idea that people have of
reorganising collection storage explains,
in part, this inertia. In addition,
when a director arrives at an institution,
they try to show what they are capable
of doing: they organise exhibitions,
workshops for children, a mobile
museum bus, a website. But collection
storage is not their priority. And it’s true
that when you show your renovated
collection storage, it doesn’t attract as

much attention as a new exhibition!
Besides, if you show a tidy storage
room, it looks normal and people
tend to ask you what the problem was
that prompted a need for reorganisation
in the first place. In any case, for things
to change, you need a motivated
director, ready to take charge of this
project.
Today, the programme makes it
possible to reorganise a collection
storage room of up to 700 square
metres in two weeks. Without the
method, it would take three months.
I’m always asked, with a bit of dread,
if I will be able to have everything done
on time. But it works: on the first day,
we go around to the storage rooms
and divide into teams (one group
for storage room A, another group
for storage room B, etc.). Then comes
a phase that is usually a little scary,
during which we identify the problems,
we classify the objects and sort
them, and we make a list of possible
material needs. Then the mechanism
starts, and all of a sudden, in the last
three days, just like with a temporary

exhibition, everything falls into place,
and everyone can breathe again.
Sometimes people tell me that we work
miracles, but I see that it’s the system
that really works when, on the last
day, the head guard comes and gives
me a letter in which he thanks me
on behalf of his team for having saved
the storage collection. I have received
such testimonials more than once.
What has to be understood is that
a professional storage room is not
a matter of air conditioning; it is a space
organised with common-sense
standards: only conserve the collection
in storage, place no objects on the floor,
come up with a system that allows
you to find an object in three or four
minutes, for example. What counts
is to make a lasting change in people’s
mentality and to get them interested
in their collection storage. Once this
is done, everything is easier!
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YK and FM: From your experiences, you have clearly shown that there is
no difference between museums in developed and developing countries.
But have you identified any differences between collection storage management
in various parts of the world, or any interesting initiatives in certain countries?
GdG: The 2009 UNESCO-ICCROM
survey showed that 60 per cent
of museums had collection storage
problems. There were 1,490 responses
from 136 countries, many from
the United States and Canada,
and the same percentages were found
everywhere. To my knowledge, the only
country that has tackled the situation
head-on is the Netherlands, with
the Delta Plan. From what I’ve seen,
the situation seems very good in Japan
and the Scandinavian countries.
But that’s just a guess on my part.

As far as the Netherlands is concerned,
it all started with the Court of Audits
in 1986. Members of the Court
visited the Rijksmuseum and asked
to see other Rembrandts than those
on display. They were given different
answers (this one is being restored,
that one is on loan), which led
members of the Court of Audits to
deduce that something wasn’t right.
They then wrote a harsh report
on the state of the storage rooms, which
led to the launch of a major project over
five years, I believe, to reorganise the
18 national museums and train the staff.
This is a striking example, but to the
best of my knowledge, very little has
been said about it, and it has never been
applied elsewhere.

Now, thanks to RE-ORG, some
countries have launched national
policies: Canada, for small museums,
and Chile, Serbia, Nigeria, Belgium
and Italy are planning to do something
too. For this to happen, a central
institution must want to do it, and must
train and bring the teams together
to apply the same method everywhere.
Staff training is essential.

YK and FM: Making acquired knowledge accessible to others is a very important
aspect of RE-ORG: you have put all the resources and learning materials online,
so that everyone can work on their collection storage. Could you tell us more about
this aspect of the programme and its philosophy?
GdG: Everything that ICCROM has
collected, everything that ICCROM
knows, is available on our website
for professionals to consult and use
(www.iccrom.org). And all strategies
are worthwhile. The Internet isn’t my
favourite way of sharing information,
perhaps because counterintuitively,
it tends to complicate things and set
them in stone. Nevertheless, ICCROM’s
website has made it possible to bring
together those who have similar
problems to create networks.

As far as collection
storage training for
professionals goes, it
must be emphasised
that there is a basic
problem: a dramatic
lack of publications.
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As far as collection storage training
for professionals goes, it must be
emphasised that there is a basic
problem: a dramatic lack of
publications. Those that exist show
how storage should be. But the situation
that a curator will encounter, in six
cases out of 10, is not an ideal one.
As a result, when curators arrive at their
institutions and are confronted with
the sad reality, they don’t know how to
approach the issue. The problem is that,
apart from the learning materials
that ICCROM has developed, there are
only textbooks written by architects
that explain how to design an ideal
storage facility, not how to reorganise
one that already exists.
UNESCO published a book in 1982,
following the 1977 Conference, written
by an architect, with beautiful drawings,
showing ‘how it should be’. But in the
introduction, it said: ‘there are probably
more collections damaged by bad
storage than by factors like climate, etc.’
It was written plain as day! And yet,
after the publication of this book, little
changed. Of course, the situation is
evolving, and some people are finally
accepting to show their ‘bad’ storage
rooms for educational purposes.

This is fortunate, because otherwise
we would be like a lone voice crying
in the wilderness.
Even at ICOM a shift is perceptible:
the proof is that at the ICOM
General Conference in Milan in 2016,
a resolution on collection storage was
drafted and presented to the ad hoc
committee, but the committee did not
even present it for a vote at the General
Assembly! In 2019, in Kyoto, the
resolution was introduced. This took
three years of lobbying. But it was only
accepted with 70 per cent of the vote!
Also remember that there is still no
International Committee for Collection
Storage, which was requested in 1977
at the first (and last) International
Conference for Collection Storage.

Fig. 3. Status of a collection storage facility prior to a RE-ORG project. © Gaël de Guichen

YK and FM: And yet, some things are changing. For example, all the initiatives
around open, visible, accessible collection storage. What do you think of these
projects, and how do you see the relationship between collection storage
and the public?
GdG: To answer your question,
we have to go back to Lascaux! When
I walked into that cave for the first
time, it was a shock: I told myself it was
impossible that such a place couldn’t
be seen by everyone. All the work
I did was focused on increasing the
access for as many people as possible.
I did everything I could, but the
day I realised that we could only
accommodate 10 to 20 people a day
was the biggest failure of my career.
I couldn’t preserve it and open
it to the public at the same time.
For me, the ideal collection storage
was the one designed by George
Henri Rivière at the Musée des Arts
et Traditions Populaires in Paris,
where the whole collection was
visible. The best storage room is
a place where the public can come
in to discover its cultural heritage
in its entirety: not necessarily
every collection, but as many
objects as possible. We’ve achieved
this a few times, at the RE‑ORG

sites. Technically, opening up the
storage rooms changes the layout
of the space, forcing us to choose
the objects on display, in order to
deliver a message to the public.
For example, I reorganised a collection
storage space in New Caledonia so
that it could be seen in an exceptional
way, by schools. Most of the objects
were statues or figurines, with a face.
Along with the people in charge,
we made sure that all these statues
were turned toward the entrance
as if the ancestors were welcoming
the visitors and trying to get in touch
with them. We succeeded, I think,
because when I left the storage room
for good and closed the door, I really
felt that the objects were thanking me!

treated differently. For a storage room
accessible only to staff, the aisles can
be up to 80 cm wide; that is, as wide
as the shelves. So, basically, a storage
room is full when the floor is 50 per
cent occupied. But as soon as there
are other visitors, even occasionally,
you need more circulation space, closer
to 60 to 70 per cent. And if it’s open
to the public, it’s more like 80 per cent,
and then we have a real problem
with space. In that case we have to
compromise: the most fragile objects
have to be kept away from visitors,
we have to choose which collections
to showcase, and so on.

Of course, opening a collection
storage room to the public raises many
questions. There are three levels of
access: open to staff only, open to the
public for special occasions, and freely
accessible to everyone. Depending
on the situation, the issue of space is
MUSEUM international | 233

Fig. 4. Status of a storage facility prior to a RE-ORG project. © Gaël de Guichen

YK and FM: Last question: how do you see collection storage evolving
in the future?
GdG: From what I can see, the first
thing that will be discussed is the
inalienability of a collection in certain
countries. The status of museum
collections is different throughout
the world. When you have 50 identical
objects, which might be the case in
ethnology or archaeology, should you
keep all of them? How many times
have I seen fragments of ceramic vases
in the storage rooms I have looked
after? They don’t have an inventory
number; they don’t have an identified
place of origin. They take up space
and we don’t know what to do with
them. I don’t hesitate to suggest
throwing them away: it’s not because

something’s old that you should keep
it! But the curators are usually resistant,
saying, ‘You never know’. When
this is the case, I suggest a repository.
We buy a container for 500 euros,
we install it where we can, and
anything without a number or origin
goes inside. And if an archaeologist
wants to sift through the repository
in 20 years, he or she can. But there
comes a time when choices have to be
made due to space considerations,
but not only for this reason. We could
also easily imagine putting the objects
in temporary storage in another
museum: this would be a solution
for both parties.

These are some of the ways in which
it is possible to continue to improve
and disseminate knowledge, so that
cultural heritage can be seen by as many
people as possible, in the best possible
conditions.

The best storage room is a place where the public can
come in to discover its cultural heritage in its entirety:
not necessarily every collection, but as many objects
as possible. We’ve achieved this a few times,
at the RE‑ORG sites.
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Fig. 5. Status of a collection storage facility prior to a RE-ORG project. © Gaël de Guichen
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